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reason definition meaning merriam webster May 22 2024 the meaning of reason is a statement offered in explanation or justification how to use reason in a sentence synonym discussion of reason

reason definition meaning dictionary com Apr 21 2024 a basis or cause as for some belief action fact event etc the reasons for declaring war synonyms objective object aim end purpose a statement

presented in justification or explanation of a belief or action i dare you to give me one good reason for quitting school

reason definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 20 2024 the cause of an event or situation or something that provides an excuse or explanation the reason for the disaster was engine failure not

human error question word the reason why grass is green was a mystery to the little boy that the reason that i m calling is to ask a favor

reason synonyms 262 similar and opposite words merriam Feb 19 2024 synonyms for reason explanation argument justification rationale accounting case excuse apology antonyms of reason result issue

effect consequence development product outcome corollary

reason meaning of reason in longman dictionary of Jan 18 2024 reason meaning definition what is reason why something happens or why someone do learn more

179 synonyms antonyms for reason thesaurus com Dec 17 2023 find 179 different ways to say reason along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

reason definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 16 2023 reason cause motive are terms for a circumstance or circumstances which brings about or explains certain results a reason is an

explanation of a situation or circumstance which made certain results seem possible or appropriate the reason for the robbery was the victim s display of his money

reason noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 15 2023 definition of reason noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage

notes synonyms and more

reason rationality logic argumentation britannica Sep 14 2023 reason in philosophy the faculty or process of drawing logical inferences the term reason is also used in several other narrower senses

reason is in opposition to sensation perception feeling desire as the faculty the existence of which is denied by empiricists by which fundamental

reason definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 13 2023 a reason explains why you do something the reason you go to school is to learn things and because it s the law reason usually has to do

with thought and logic as opposed to emotion if people think you show good reason or are reasonable it means you think things through

what is another word for reason reason synonyms Jul 12 2023 find 5 983 synonyms for reason and other similar words that you can use instead based on 28 separate contexts from our thesaurus

reason noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 11 2023 reason noun ˈrizn countable a cause or an explanation for something that has happened or that someone has done reason why i d

like to know the reason why you re so late give me one good reason why i should help you reason that

reason wikipedia May 10 2023 reason is the capacity of applying logic consciously by drawing conclusions from new or existing information with the aim of seeking the truth it is associated with such

characteristically human activities as philosophy religion science language mathematics and art and is normally considered to be a distinguishing ability possessed by

reason 57 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Apr 09 2023 synonyms and antonyms of reason in english reason thesaurus the cause of something reason these are words and phrases related to

reason click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of reason
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reason for vs reason of wordreference forums Mar 08 2023 it should be i the cause of the illness or ii the reason for the illness in the sentence he reason of the illness with of reason would have the

meaning of the process of reasoning logical thought and illness does not have the capacity to think

reason english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 07 2023 the cause of an event or situation or something that provides an excuse or explanation the reason for the disaster was engine failure not human

error question word the reason why grass is green was a mystery to the little boy that the reason that i m calling is to ask a favour

reason definition of reason by the free dictionary Jan 06 2023 1 the faculty of rational argument deduction judgment etc 2 sound mind sanity 3 a cause or motive as for a belief action etc 4 an argument in

favour of or a justification for something 5 philosophy philosophy the intellect regarded as a source of knowledge as contrasted with experience 6

kant s account of reason stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Dec 05 2022 kant s philosophy focuses on the power and limits of reason two questions are central in his theoretical philosophy kant asks

whether reasoning can give us metaphysical knowledge in particular can reason ground insights that go beyond meta the physical world as rationalist philosophers such as leibniz and descartes claimed

reason verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 04 2022 definition of reason verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage

notes synonyms and more

examples of reason in a sentence merriam webster Oct 03 2022 for reasons of space some of the charts and graphs have been omitted from the article i gave a reason for my absence i can t give you the

report for the simple reason that it isn t yet finished he wanted to know the reason for their decision
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